Visiting NWS UK Main Office
Travel Details
NorthWise Services’ headquarters are located in the Kent Science Park in Sittingbourne, Kent (South
East England). Kent Science Park enjoys speedy access to the principal rail and motorway links that
bring London and the continent within easy reach.
·

London: 1 hour by train

·

London: 45 miles by the M2 motorway

·

City airport: 1 hour by road

·

London Gatwick airport: 50 minutes by car by the M20

·

London Heathrow airport: 90 minutes by car by the M25

·

London Stansted airport: 80 minutes by car, M25 and M11

·

Sittingbourne Station: 5 minutes by car

·

Parking at KSP is one car every 250 sq ft

From Sittingbourne, London is 45 miles away by the M2 motorway, and, without the need to cross the
centre of London, the City Airport is only 62 minutes distant, and hence mainland Europe by air.
Alternatively, on the M20 motorway, Gatwick Airport, to the south of London, is around 50 minutes by
car. Both motorways connect with the M25 orbital motorway to reach Heathrow in 90 minutes.
Stansted is slightly nearer 80 minutes away.
Space for parking is ample, with at least one space for every 250 sq ft of laboratory let at Kent Science
Park. Sittingbourne railway station is 5 minutes from the park, served by a regular and frequent
dedicated bus route. The Eurostar connection at Ashford international is half an hour’s drive away. KSP
can be reached from the South Coast and the Channel Tunnel at Dover in 50 minutes.

Maps

Map of the South East of England showing the location of the Kent Science
Park in Sittingbourne (marked with a red dot) and the major roads that lead to
the KSP
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Map of Sittingbourne showing the location of the Kent Science Park and the routes to the park from
the M2 motorway and Sittingbourne railway station (routes marked with white dots)
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Map of the Kent Science Park site showing the location of NorthWise Services’ offices. The entrance
to the Science Park is at the top of the map, by the Security Gatehouse.
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